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in Nebraska communities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m Hugh Ellerman, I am a PhD student at the University of Nebraska Lincoln and today I will share with you the methods I have been developing in partnership with NebraskaView, CALMIT, and the Nebraska Environmental Trust to monitor changing tree cover in Nebraska communities30 seconds



Overview

• Introduction:
• Importance of community forests
• Relevance of community forests in 

Nebraska
• Developing tree canopy maps

• Methods:
• Imagery and spectrally-derived data
• Classification scheme and data sampling
• Random forest classification
• Post-classification change detection

• Results:
• Waverly’s classification results
• Tree cover change from 2009 to 2018

• Future directions:
• Improving canopy change estimates
• Expanding the classification
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will begin by giving the context to my research by talking about the importance of community trees and why they are of special interest in Nebraska. Then I will dive into the development of methods to measure changing tree canopy cover, which is basically an image classification method. I will briefly walk you through my classification workflow to discuss the data and sampling methods used, I’ll talk briefly on the mechanics of random forest classification, and then I’ll discuss post-classification change detection. I will then show you the resulting maps and classification accuracies for the city of Waverly as well as the change in tree cover detected, and I will end the presentation by mentioning some steps for improving tree cover change estimates.Introduction:Importance of community forestsRelevance of community forests in NebraskaDeveloping tree canopy mapsMethods:Imagery and spectrally-derived dataClassification scheme and data samplingRandom forest classificationPost-classification change detectionResults:Waverly’s classification resultsTree canopy change from 2009 to 2018Future directions:Improving canopy change estimatesNext steps for researchTitle slideOverview slideIntro: 3 slides	One on community forest benefits	Another on the state of community forests in Nebraska	Research question/purpose of presentation and study area – 1 slideMethods:6 slides?	Workflow:	phase 1: imagery and spectrally derived data – 1 slide	phase 2: generating training and test datasets – 1 slide?	phase 3: random forest classification – 3 slides	phase 4: post-classification change detection – 1 slideResults:3 slides?	Classification results for study area in 2009 – 1 slide	Classification results for 2018 – 1 slide	landcover change map with afforestation and deforestation estimates – 1 slideFuture directions – 1 slide1 min 30 seconds	



The importance of community forests
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community trees are a desirable natural resource for a variety of social and ecological reasons. Trees provide cooling through shading and evapotranspiration, provide habitat for birds and pollinators; filter air pollutants, and reduce and slow stormwater runoff, to name only a few. As the United States population is becoming increasingly urbanized, the benefits of trees are becoming more important as communities are leaning more heavily on their trees to provide the social and ecological services that pavement cannot. As a result, trees are desired as green infrastructure for the resilience and sustainable development of American communities.2 min 30 seconds



Trend of declining tree cover across the US

4Nowak, David J.; Greenfield, Eric J. 2018. Declining urban and community tree cover in 
the United States. Urban Forestry & Urban Greening. 32: 32-55. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, community tree cover is generally declining throughout the United States, with Nebraska having especially severe percentage loss of tree cover. Nowak and Greenfield report that Nebraska lost an estimated 1.6% of its community tree cover during the study’s 5-year period. While this trend is concerning, it is not spatially explicit, so two unknowns persist: First, how are Nebraska’s community forests distributed? And second, where and how is that distribution changing over time?3 min 30 seconds
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Developing tree canopy maps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To resolve these unknowns and acquire spatially explicit estimates of tree cover, tree canopy maps are needed.Most communities in Nebraska, however, do not have tree canopy maps and lack the financial and technical resources to acquire them. The purpose of the present study is to develop a low cost, replicable method to produce accurate tree canopy maps to understand where tree cover is distributed in Nebraska communities and this distribution changes over time. This project uses freely available high spatial resolution imagery and machine learning image classification to create accurate tree canopy maps and then uses post-classification change detection to estimate the location and magnitude of tree cover change. 4 min 30 seconds



• Waverly, NE
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Study area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So far, the study area for this project includes the cities of Lincoln, Waverly, and South Sioux City in Nebraska, but in the interest of time, I will only be presenting the results for Waverly. Waverly is a city with a population of roughly 4,000 people and a ground area of 6.3 km2, located in southeastern Nebraska just to the northeast of Lincoln. 4 min 45 seconds



Textures:
• Convolutions
• Grey level co-

occurrence matrix 
textures (Haralick et 
al. 1973) 

Classification workflow
Imagery and spectrally derived data

Objects:
• Simple non-iterative clustering 

(Achanta and Susstrunk 2017)

Indices and ratios:
• Relative brightness 

ratios
• Normalized difference 

vegetation index

Imagery:
USDA National 
Agriculture Imagery 
Program (NAIP) imagery
• 2009 & 2018
• 1 m & 0.6 m
• 4 band
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project uses 4 band USDA National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery from 2009 and 2018. The 2009 imagery has a 1 m spatial resolution while the 2018 imagery has a 60 cm resolution. Several additional features were calculated from NAIP imagery to provide additional context to the classifier to help differentiate landcover classes.This project uses a hybrid pixel-based and object-oriented approach to image classification with objects calculated using simple non-iterative clustering, which aggregates spectrally similar pixels into larger superpixel objects.Relative brightness ratios were calculated for each spectral band and NDVI was calculated to easily differentiate vegetation and non-vegetation classesFinally, texture bands were included to improve the pixel-based methods by providing information about the neighborhood of pixels surrounding each pixel. For each pixel, a texture is calculated by running a function over the surrounding neighborhood of pixels and outputting the result into the center pixel. Convolution textures output the statistical mean, minimum, and maximum values, while grey level co-occurrence matrix textures are calculated using a family of functions developed by Haralick et al. Textures are included to differentiate vegetation classes, since trees tend to have a more heterogeneous pixel composition with various mixed shadow pixels interspersed throughout, which is a spectral trait that textures are well suited to detecting.6 min
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• 4 Class scheme

• Masked water, cropland, and 
shadows

• 2500 points randomly sampled for 
2009 and 2018 imagery

• Included mixed pixels in training 
and testing data (Foody and Mathur 
2006)

• 80% training, 20% testing

Classification workflow
Classification scheme and sampling data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because tree cover is the primary variable of interest, a simple 4 class classification scheme was used consisting of tree, grass, an aggregated class of impervious surfaces and soil, and shadows. Water and cropland were digitized and masked prior to classification, and because of their tendency to increase classification error, shadows were classified as a separate class and later masked for tree cover change detection. 2500 points were randomly sampled for each year of imagery and labeled according to majority landcover type present in the pixel. This means that mixed pixels were included in the labeled dataset.Data were split between 80% training data and 20% testing data, which was used to assess classification accuracy7 min
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Training Prediction

?

Unlabeled dataLabeled data

Image data

Classified as purple

Classification workflow
Decision tree classification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The random forest classifier was used for this project because of its high quality classification performance, its robustness to noise and overfitting, and its interpretable structure. To explain broadly how this classifier works, I will start by describing the decision tree classifier.Decision tree classifiers have two phases, first the training phase in which the classifier uses the spectral and spectrally derived data to recursively partition the training data into homogeneous classes. The classifier develops a set of classification rules that define the path within the decision tree that defines each class.In the second phase, the prediction phase, the classifier takes an unknown pixel and applies the classification rules to label that pixel with its output class, which for this project, is landcover.7 min 30 seconds
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Subset 
1

Subset 
2

Subset 
n

…

Labeled data

Decision tree 1 Decision tree 2 Decision tree n

Training

Properties of random forest 
decision trees:
• Random subset of training 

data (bagging)
• Random subset of data 

inputs (feature 
randomness)

• Each decision tree learns 
training data differently

Classification workflow
Random forest classification

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you use many decision trees you get a decision forest, and when you introduce randomness you get a random forest, which is the namesake for the random forest classifier. The randomness comes from two traits of these decision trees: First is that each decision tree samples a random subset of the training data, and secondly, each decision tree uses a random subset of the data inputs to develop its classification rules.The important take away is that in the training phase, each decision tree learns a different perspective of the training data.8 min
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Subset 
1

Subset 
2

Subset 
n

…

?
Unlabeled data

Decision tree 1 Decision tree 2 Decision tree n

Vote: purple Vote: purpleVote: green

Majority vote: purple

Classification workflow
Random forest classification

Prediction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, when the random forest classifier is shown an unknown pixel, each decision tree within the random forest labels the pixel separately, and the final label assigned by the random forest classifier is the majority vote of all the decision trees. It is a sort of democratic approach to image classification.The random forest classifier in this study consisted of 100 decision trees which were used to classify the NAIP imagery.8 min 30 seconds
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Classification workflow
Post classification change detection

2009 2018 Tree cover change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After classifications were obtained for 2009 and 2018 and shadows were masked, post classification change detection was performed looking only at changes in tree cover. Change detection was done by reprojecting the 2018 imagery to a 1 m resolution and registering the 2018 imagery to the 2009 imagery. The difference of the images was taken to identify locations where tree cover had changed to get the final tree cover change map shown on the right.9 min
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Results
2009 NAIP classification

• Overall accuracy: 89.5%

• Tree: 87.7%
• Grass: 87.5%

• Kappa: 0.847

• Impervious/soil: 93.3%
• Shadow: 84.0%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, here are the results for the 2009 classification of Waverly, Nebraska. Overall, the classification performed well with an overall accuracy of 89.5% and a kappa of 0.85. The class-specific accuracies displayed are the user’s accuracies for each class. The accuracies for grass and tree classes are about even, which is a good sign that the classifier is not biased toward one vegetation class, which is a common error.I suspect part of the high accuracy for this classification is a function of the large training dataset and while there is the possibility of overfitting the training dataset, this possibility is minimal because the training data is randomly sampled and therefore should do a good job representing the entire study area.9 min 30 seconds
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Results
2018 NAIP classification

• Overall accuracy: 89.8%

• Tree: 83.2%
• Grass: 88.7%

• Kappa: 0.855

• Impervious/soil: 95.6%
• Shadow: 83.6%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are the 2018 classification results, which are about on par with the 2009 results, with the important difference that: tree class accuracy is 4 and a half percent lower than in 2009 and is considerably less accurate than grass, so there may be some classification bias toward grass in this imagery, despite trees still having a reasonably high accuracy.Shadows are also more prevalent in 2018, which may be a result of differences of sun angle and flight path between images or the higher spatial resolution of the 2018 imagery.10 min
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Results
Tree cover change

“Tree cover” increase: 37.7 acres
“Tree cover” decrease: -10.7 acres
Net change: 27.0 acres

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally, here is the map of tree cover change. Unfortunately, it is also a map of parallax, so I can’t actually make statements about the tree cover change in Waverly until I can tease out which pixel changes are due to actual canopy change using LiDAR. So, these estimates are subject to immense change and should not be considered representative.However, I want to use this slide to stress the importance of spatially explicit estimation of tree cover and tree cover change because it opens possibilities for a better understanding of community forest dynamics:From a tree equity perspective, one could investigate possible relationships between tree cover change and population demographics to target tree planting programs.From a natural resource perspective, one could research the drivers of tree cover change within a particular community at multiple scales. These and other questions cannot be understood using only blanket estimates for large areas, like the ones I am ironically sharing in this slide.Of course, the ability to answer these questions hinges on the accuracy of the classification methods and how representative that classification is of actual tree cover changes.11 minute
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Future directions
Improve accuracy of estimates

• Get LiDAR
• Increase sampling for error-prone subclasses
• Rerun classifications with different randomly selected datasets

Reclassify shadows using additional data sources
• Sentinel-2 imagery (Coleman et al. 2020)
• Planet imagery
• Coarser resolution landcover dataset (Malkin et al. 2021)

Assess spatial variability of tree cover change estimates

Expand classification methods to other Nebraska communities
• Lincoln
• South Sioux City

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next steps for this project are firstly to improve the accuracy of these estimates-      First and foremost is to acquire LiDAR data to remove the confounding effects of parallaxThere were also areas of confusion between grass and trees that could be more greatly sampledAnd I could introduce randomness to report the results as confidence intervals rather than single estimatesI also intend to reclassify shadows into more relevant landcover types. I would take a data-fusion approach using better temporal resolution imagery, and there is some research to suggest I could guide reclassification with coarser resolution landcover datasets.I also intend to break down these estimates into smaller spatial units, e.g., census block, to assess spatial variability of tree cover dynamics.And finally, I intend to expand these methods to other Nebraska communities. Lincoln and South Sioux City are currently in the works, and there is some potential for expanding further.12 minute



email:

hellerman@huskers.unl.edu
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Thank you

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for listening to my presentation. If you would like to know more about this project, please reach out. I’d be happy to discuss it with you.0 – 30 seconds

mailto:hellerman@huskers.unl.edu
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